Just a few fundamentals to be spread throughout the Land so that all the
people know!!: The common law is common sense, it's the Supreme law of
the land, and it's very simple, common sense, common truth and it's "THE
only true LAW"! It's.this and only this.."Don't infringe on another human
beings natural inherent un a lien able Right to life , liberty or
property...PERIOD!!!, Simple common sense, so that everyone knows!,
That's why The Criminal Enterprise called the BAR was sent here by the
Bankers to obfuscate usurp and corrupt our common sense and our common
law, to make it unrecognizable to the common people so that they BAR
attorners could twist/turn it to benefit (profit =ill gotten gain=fruit
of the poisoned tree) only themselves (Bankers and BAR members) But as
the saying goes “Three things cannot be long hidden: the sun, the moon,
and the truth. ..And the truth is that only they are bound to obey thier
made up twisted rules =codes and statutes,they call laws, They made them
up and they knowingly,with full disclosure to themselves, voluntarily
entered into contract/covenant by oath to abide by thier made up rules,
You and I did'nt , and their made up rules (laws) can not be imposed upon
the free Sovereign people of this Country without my,,your, our informed
consent, That's common sense and common Law too! So Stop Consenting, Say
"I do not Consent" I invoke my right to a common law Jurisdiction" (Trial
by a jury of my peers) it really is as simple as that! Unless they have
a witness willing to swear under oath that you violated the supreme law
of the land,as stated above, there is no case, or unless a plaintiff can
produce some contract that you entered into knowingly and voluntarily
after full disclosure of all the terms and conditions therein and that
you are somehow in breach of (How can you breach something you were never
informed of or agreed to?), again there is no case! And of course there
is never a contract that you would have entered into that meets those
criteria, Drivers license, mortgage contract, voter registration , tax
filings, none of them, Their all fraud. and fraud vitiates,everything
(renders whatever it is null and void of law). Ex dolo malo non oritur
actio. Out of fraud no action arises; fraud never gives a right of action.
No court will lend its aid to a man who founds his cause of action upon
an immoral or illegal act. As found in Black’s Law Dictionary, Fifth
Edition, page 509.
“Fraud destroys the validity of everything into which it enters,” Nudd
v. Burrows, 91 U.S 426.
“Fraud vitiates everything” Boyce v. Grundy, 3 Pet. 210
“Fraud vitiates the most solemn contracts, documents and even
judgments.” U.S. v. Throckmorton, 98 US 61
McNally v. U.S., 483 U.S. 350, 371-372 (1987), Quoting U.S. v. Holzer,
816 F.2d. 304, 307: “Fraud in its elementary common law sense of deceit
– and this is one of the meanings that fraud bears in the statute, see
United States v. Dial, 757 F.2d 163, 168 (7th Cir. 1985) – includes the

deliberate concealment of material information in a setting of fiduciary
obligation. A public official is a fiduciary toward the public,
including,(Congress) and in the case of a judge, the litigants who appear
before him, and if he deliberately conceals material information from them
he is guilty of fraud.

